SBBC Executive Board and Council Minutes for May 4, 2020

Present
Allan Friedman, M. Dan Bach, Ed Sobin, S Maureen Gafney, Bill Mastro, Toby Weiner, Sharon Behnke, Douglas Von Hoppe, Corie LaRocco, Jim Zisfen, David Jendras and Alfredo Garcia

Meeting Started 7:00PM via Zoom

Communications: Discussion as to the community Facebook page. Issues concerned both listing and even posting of informal group rides and photos posted that apparently encouraged that behavior. It was decided based on an abundance of caution not to either post informal group rides that are not sanctioned by the club during this time period and no posting of photos of rides that encouraged that behavior.

Weekend rides: Basically all of the rides have been cancelled for the foreseeable future due to the pandemic situation, including the Penn Dutch ride and the Boston ride.

Status of future day group rides: There is to be an update by the governor on May 15th at which time the club hopes that there will be gradual lifting of the lockdown that can eventually lead to group rides. However, until that time the club will not hold any day trip or group rides.

Sponsorships: We will have a simple document prepared that will give guidelines as to how they will be listed on the website.

Finally as to the Sbbc facemasks, they have been ordered.

Meeting was concluded at 8:00PM

Dan Bach & Corie LaRocco- Co-Secretaries